B307
Bearing Pad Restraint

Approved, and signed, November 02, 2017. Last date revised December 20, 2018

Revised 12-20-2018
At Pattern A-3:
• The detail was renamed “Pattern A-4” and moved to the upper right corner of the page.
• The pintle location was re-drawn to better reflect their correct position.

At Pattern A-3:
• A new Pattern A-3 was added for use with MH shape beams, shown in the lower left corner of the detail.

At Designer Note:
• Within the note changed “A-3” to “A-4”.

Revised 11-08-2018
At the Designer Note:
• Added to the note: Include this detail when using Bearing Assembly Details B304, B309, B310, B311, B354, or B355.

Approved, and signed, November 02, 2017
NEW DETAIL

NEW DETAIL: The Bearing Pad Restraint B-Detail was developed to detail the restraint bars for multiple elastomeric bearing pad configurations.